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Summary
In June 2017, Suffolk Archaeology Community Interest Company (SACIC) undertook a
detailed fluxgate gradiometer survey, trial trench evaluation and metal detecting survey
at Horham Airfield, Horham, Denham, Suffolk. The geophysical survey was undertaken
over an earthwork recorded on an air photograph taken by the RAF in 1945, to
determine its function.

The fluxgate gradiometer recorded a set of perpendicular

running relic field boundary ditches, one of which had been backfilled with a high degree
of magnetic material.

After reviewing the geophysics results it was decided that three evaluation trenches
were to be excavated, targeting the strong magnetic readings on the narrow relic field
boundary ditch and over the larger area of magnetic disturbance.

A metal detector survey was further carried out in three separate areas, starting with the
geophysical survey and trial trench evaluation area, followed by a site located within
woodland behind the Red Feather Club 1.5km to the west and finally, a known bomb
dump 1km to the east. Personal items belonging to the troops and munitions were the
primary finds prospected during the metal detector survey.

1.

Introduction

In June 2017 a detailed fluxgate gradiometer survey, trial trenching exercise and a
metal detector survey were undertaken at Horham Airfield, Horham, Denham, Suffolk
(see Fig.1).

The fieldwork was undertaken by Suffolk Archaeology Community Interest Company
(SACIC) who were commissioned by Emporium Productions Ltd as part of a television
series, investigating the history of the 95th Bomb Group that flew bombing missions
from the WW2 airfield.

The specific research questions for the surveys were as follows:
•

Can the geophysical survey provide information regarding the type and purpose
of the earthwork recorded on the 1945 RAF air photograph?

•

Are there any geophysical anomalies worthy of further investigation by trenched
evaluation?

•

Can WW2 relics be recovered that identify the types of site activity that took
place at Horham Airfield?

•

Can the metal detector surveys recover artefacts relating to individuals or military
personnel based at the airfield?

1

Figure 1. Site location
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2.

Geology and topography

The 0.92hectare geophysical survey area was located immediately west of a former
large dispersal area (TM 2060 7280) demolished when the airfield was converted back
to agricultural fields between 1961 and 1964. It lies at a consistent height of 55m above
Ordnance Datum on the flat former airfield. A farm track marks the western boundary of
the site, with a copse of trees delimiting the northern end.

Anomalies of potential

archaeological interest were subsequently targeted with three evaluation trenches and a
metal detector survey undertaken at three separate locations highlighted in Figure 1.

The bedrock geology at Horham is described as Crag Group Sand formed
approximately 2 to 5 million years ago in the Quaternary and Neogene Periods in
shallow seas. Overlying superficial deposits consist of Lowestoft Formation Diamicton,
formed up to 2 million years ago in the Quaternary Period that are glacigenic in origin
(BGS 2018).

3.

Archaeological background

RAF Horham is a WW2 airfield located close to the village of Horham and 4 miles
southeast of Eye in Suffolk, it straddles the parishes of Denham, Horham, Redlingfield
and Hoxne. Originally the airfield was to be occupied by the RAF, however it was
acquisitioned by the USAAF in 1942. Two T-2 hangars were erected on the south side
of the airfield, with the technical site lying adjacent beside the B1117 road to Eye.
Station headquarters, administrative buildings and dispersed living sites were of
temporary construction located to the west of the airfield in the parish of Denham.
Horham was given USAAF designation Station 119 (JH). The large size of the base
meant that bikes and jeeps were the preferred mode of transport.

The base was initially allocated to the 47th Bombardment Group (Light), arriving from
RAF Bury St. Edmunds on 5 October 1942, who flew the Douglas A-20 Havoc light
bomber. This group used Horham as a staging point for their departure to Mediouna,
French Morocco, joining the Twelfth Air Force there in January 1943.
The 323d Bombardment Group (Medium) arrived at Horham on the 12th May 1943 from
3

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. The group was assigned to the 3rd Bomb Wing and flew
Martin B-26B/C Marauders with a horizontal white tail band as its group marking. The
group was assigned to the 8th Air Force at Horham, however it transferred to RAF Earls
Colne on the 14th June before flying any operational missions from Horham.

With the transfer of the Marauders, the 95th Bombardment Group (Heavy) arrived from
RAF Framlingham on 15 June 1943. The 95th were assigned to the 13th Combat
Bombardment Wing, and the group tail code was a "Square-B", its operational
squadrons were:
•

334th Bombardment Squadron (BG);

•

335th Bombardment Squadron (OE);

•

336th Bombardment Squadron (ET);

•

412th Bombardment Squadron (QW).

Station 119 was to be their home for more than two years.

The group flew the Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress as part of the Eighth Air Force's
strategic bombing campaign and began bombing strategic objectives in Germany in July
1943, they remained engaged primarily in such operations until V-E Day.

It is notable that only the 95th were awarded three Distinguished Unit Citations during
the conflict, an incredible achievement which exemplified the professionalism and
heroism of the personnel.

The unit flew its last combat mission, an attack on the marshalling yards at Oranienburg
on the 20th April 1945. On the 7th May 1945, the 95th took part in a 'Chowhound'
mission over German occupied Holland, to drop supplies and food to the Dutch civilians
along with the RAF and other USAAF planes.

German authorities had given safe

passage to these humanitarian flights, but on the return journey B-17G 44-48640
overflew the Dutch port of Ijmuiden a German E-boat base. It was fired upon by an SS
machine gun unit that hit No. 2 engine which caught fire, the aircraft went down in the
sea about 3 1⁄2 miles off Southwold, Suffolk. Of the 8 crew and 5 passengers on board,
there were four survivors; it was the last B-17 shot down in the European Theatre of
4

Operations. After V-E Day, the group transported liberated prisoners and displaced
persons from Austria, to both France and England.

The 95th Bomb Group returned to Sioux Falls AAF South Dakota from June to August
1945, where the personnel were demobilised and aircraft sent to storage.

4.

Methodology

Geophysical Survey

Instrument type
A Bartington DualGRAD 601-2 fluxgate gradiometer was employed to undertake the
detailed geophysical survey; the weather was dry and the geological conditions were
found to be favourable.

Instrument calibration and settings
One hour was allocated to allow the instrument’s sensors to reach optimum operating
temperature before the survey commenced; the weather was hot and sunny.
Instrument sampling intervals were set to 0.25m along 1m traverses (four readings per
metre).

Survey grid layout
The detailed survey was undertaken within 20m grids (Fig. 2, blue grid), orientated c.
northeast to southwest and geolocated employing a Leica Viva GS08+ Smart Rover
RTK GLONASS/GPS, allowing an accuracy of +/- 0.03m.

Data were converted to

National Grid Transformation OSTN15.

Data capture
Detailed fluxgate gradiometer survey data points were recorded on an internal data
logger that were downloaded and checked for quality at midday and in the evening,
allowing grids to be re-surveyed if necessary. A pro-forma survey sheet was completed
to allow data composites to be created. Data were filed in unique project folders and
5

backed-up onto an external storage device and then a remote server in the evening.

Data software, processing and presentation
Datasets were composited and processed using DW Consulting’s Terrasurveyor
v.3.0.33.6; the raw grid files, composite and raster graphic plots will be stored and
archived in this format. The processing algorithms undertaken on the raw (Fig. 3) and
processed datasets (Figs. 4 and 5); schedules are presented in Appendix 1.

Data composites were exported as raster images into AutoCAD. An interpretation plan
based on the combined results of the raw, processed and xy trace plots (Figs. 3, 4 and
5) has been produced (Fig. 6).

Survey grid restoration
In order to accurately relocate the grid, three virtual survey stations were placed on
survey grid nodes located along the baselines (Fig. 2).

Metal Detector Survey
The metal detecting survey was undertaken by a group of detectorists, all of whom have
a specific interest in WW2 sites, each used their own detecting equipment.

The metal detector survey was undertaken along transects to cover the entire
geophysical survey grid. In the forested area to the west of the Red Feather Club the
metal detector survey was carried out in zones, due to the presence of trees and other
ground obstacles. No detecting was undertaken in the immediate vicinity of the extant
structures. The third area surveyed was located around the former bomb dump.

Any finds recovered were bagged and issued a findspot number. The findspot was then
georeferenced using the GPS equipment detailed above.

Multiple finds recovered

within close proximity were recorded using the same findspot number.
numbers were later allocated to each find during post-excavation processing.

6

Small find

Trial Trench Evaluation

Introduction
Fieldwork standards were guided by ‘Standards for Field Archaeology in the East of
England’, EAA Occasional Papers 14, and the Chartered Institute for Archaeologists
(CIfA) paper ‘Standard and Guidance for archaeological field evaluation’, (2014).

Finds recovery and metal detecting
Topsoil and subsoil from each trench was visually scanned during the excavation of the
trenches, recovering any finds present. A metal detector was used to prospect the spoil
removed from all trenches and features by an experienced metal detectorist.

Trial trenching
Three trial trenches were laid out and excavated over the geophysical anomalies,
previously prospected at the airfield site. Trenches 1 and 2 were targeted on the largest
area of magnetic disturbance, Trench 3 was excavated in the northern end of the
negative linear anomaly thought to be a backfilled ditch.

The trenches were first accurately positioned over the anomalies using a georeferenced
image in AutoCAD, the centre lines of the trenches were then imported into the RTK
GPS and laid out in the field using the 0.03m accurate instrument. A 360° mechanical
excavator equipped with a 1.80m wide toothless ditching bucket under the supervision
of a suitably qualified archaeologist, pulled the trenches along the surveyed centre line
canes.

Topsoil and subsoil overburden were separated on to opposing trench sides, to allow
sequential backfilling following the excavation and recording of the trench.

The

excavated topsoil and subsoil layers were flattened to a thickness of 0.30m, to allow the
layers to be scanned by a metal detectorist. Finds recovered from the topsoil and
subsoil overburden were retained and placed within a finds bag, containing their unique
context number.
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An overall site plan showing trench location, feature position, sections and levels was
made using an RTK GPS. Individual detailed trench plans were also drawn of the
trenches by hand at 1:50, excavated sections were recorded at a scale of 1:10 or 1:20.

The trenches, archaeological features and deposits were recorded using standard proforma SACIC registers and recording sheets and numbering systems.

A photographic record, consisting of high resolution digital images was made
throughout the evaluation.

Environmental sampling of archaeological contexts was deemed unsuitable within the
three trenches.

Trenches were sequentially backfilled after recording work was completed, subsoil
material followed by topsoil which was then compacted to ground-level.

Post-excavation
The post-excavation finds work was managed by the SACIC Finds Team Manager,
Richenda Goffin, with the overall post-excavation managed by Tim Schofield and Mark
Sommers.

Finds were processed and marked (event number and context number) following ICON
guidelines and the requirements of SCCAS/CT.

Hand drawn site plans and sections were scanned.

Raw data from the RTK GPS was uploaded to the project folder, suitably labelled and
kept as part of the project archive.

Plan drawings were digitised for combination with the results of digital site survey to
produce a full site plan, compatible with MapInfo GIS software or export to .dxf format.

Hand-drawn sections were digitised using AutoCAD software.

8

Project archive
On completion of this report a printed and bound hard copy will be lodged with the
county Historic Environment Record (HER). A hard copy and digital .pdf file will also be
supplied, together with a digital and fully georeferenced vector plan showing the survey
areas and trench locations, compatible with MapInfo software.

The online OASIS form for the project has been completed and a .pdf version of the
report uploaded to the OASIS website for online publication by the Archaeological Data
Service. A copy of the form is included as Appendix 4.

5.

Results and discussion

Geophysical Survey
The magnetic background signature at Horham was found to be relatively quiet, which
is unusual for the site of a former airfield. Anomalies thought to precede and to be
contemporary with WW2 were prospected by the magnetometer (Figs. 3 – 6).

Many isolated dipolar responses (grey spots) were recorded across the dataset that are
indicative of magnetic debris deposited within the topsoil horizon.

Some of these

anomalies could be artefacts of an archaeological origin or ferrous items manured or
lost within the ploughsoil.

Eight areas of magnetic disturbance (grey hatching) were prospected in the survey
area. These readings were the strongest recorded by the gradiometer and are thought
to be indicative of buried magnetic rubbish within the backfilled ditches and a large pit.
The large pit located in the northwest appears to have reused an original field boundary
ditch, that has been widened to deposit rubbish relating to the former airfield. It is
possible that this pit was created during the clean-up operations before the airfield was
handed back for farmland. The other areas of magnetic disturbance are indicative of
smaller pits, areas of burning or large buried ferrous objects.

A single negative linear anomaly (cyan hatching) orientated northwest to southeast was
prospected near the centre of the dataset. This anomaly is thought to delineate the
9

location of the backfilled boundary ditch, present on the 1945 air photograph. It forms a
close relationship with the discontinuous positive linear anomaly recorded directly on its
southern edge.

Nine positive discrete anomalies (orange hatching) are recorded throughout the dataset,
thought to record pits of a potential archaeological or modern origin. However, a natural
or geological derivation cannot be ruled out.

Nine discontinuous positive linear anomalies (red hatching) are recorded within the
dataset, thought to be indicative of negative bank material associated with the linear
ditch anomaly.

Metal Detector Survey
The finds – description and discussion
Stephen Taylor

A number of artefacts were recovered from the three survey areas at Horham. Figures
7, 8 and 9 depict individual findspots which are further listed in Appendix 3.

As is typical with any site where military activity took place, a large number of spent and
live cartridges were found. The most commonly found were the .50 calibre cartridges,
used in the M2 Browning machine gun, a standard armament of nearly all USAAF
aircraft. Ten such cartridges were found, (find spot numbers HOR 001, 004, 012, 013,
020, 027, 029, 034, 039 and 060), along with a few lead seals (find spot HOR 041),
from the ammunition boxes they were transported in. Experience has shown that such
cartridge cases, both live and spent, were seemingly scattered freely around all USAAF
airbases, as such finds are extremely common.

It is unclear why these were not

disposed of with more care, especially given that a number were of the incendiary type,
(the bullet contained a small amount of thermite which ignited on impact) and most were
live and therefore perfectly serviceable. One live .45 calibre cartridge was also found,
(find spot HOR 036), which will have been almost certainly used in the Browning pistols
the crew members carried as side-arms, (it could also be used in the M1A1 Thompson
SMG or M3 ‘Grease Gun’ SMG).
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A number of First Aid tins (Carlisle model) were found in one small area, (find spot 061),
along with small plastic containers of Upjohn tablets. The Carlisle model was a standard
issue small wound dressing and would have been carried by the crew of the aircraft
during missions, to provide basic dressing of any injuries sustained. The Upjohn tablets
were a very early form of anti-biotic, containing a sulphonamide type compound,
sulphanilamide. The efficacy of such early anti-bacterial agents was limited, but it did at
least provide some protection against infection in open wounds, and was shown to
significantly reduce the risk of infection in battle wounds, so reducing mortality rates
from non-fatal wounds.

Further medical supplies were also recovered in the form of ‘Prophylactic ointment’,
(find spot numbers HOR 024 and HOR 044), indicating that the USAAF was actively
trying to prevent sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). This ointment was manufactured
in the US and shipped abroad with the men. It too contained an early anti-biotic,
sulfathiazole, along with calomel, or mercuric chloride, a particularly toxic mercury
compound. Despite the toxicity of the ointment, it was effective at reducing treatment
periods for STDs. During WW2, over 600 US servicemen were taken ‘out-of-the-line’
due to STDs every single day of the conflict. This represents a considerable reduction in
personnel, so the prevention and treatment of STDs took high priority. Finding these
tubes at the base confirms that active measures were taking place at the station.

A search of the area around the bomb storage bays of the base revealed a number of
bomb nuts, (find spot HOR 057). These bomb nuts were used during the transportation
of aerial bombs, to protect the fuze well in the nose and/or tail of the bomb. This also
allowed for much safer transportation, as the fuzes were only fitted just prior to loading
on an aircraft. Thus, with a bomb ‘transport’ nut in place during transit, there was no
physical means of initiating the main explosive compound of the bomb. However,
finding these nuts at the bomb storage area showed that the men of RAF Horham may
not have been following standard procedure. Fuzes were only meant to be inserted into
bombs once they were inside the aircraft (a major accident involving bombs fuzed
before loading caused the deaths of a large number of men, resulting in the change in
standard procedure), and not at the bomb store. The presence of these nuts at the
bomb store indicates they were being fuzed before transportation to the aircraft, a
dangerous practice.
11

A number of coins were found in one small area, (find spot HOR 023), all of which had
had a small hole drilled in them, close to the edge of each coin. The coins themselves
were from different countries, (e.g. New Zealand, UK, India), and were of various dates,
the earliest of which was from the early 19th century. It is speculated that these coins
formed a bracelet or possibly necklace of some description, manufactured by one of the
men based at RAF Horham. The article could have been used as a lucky charm, or
perhaps was intended to be given to a sweetheart as a gift.

A small finger ring was recovered, (find spot HOR 048), that was identified in the field as
a Quartermaster Corps ring. The ring itself bore remnants of guilding, with the base
metal being a copper alloy. The crest on the ring was that of the Quartermaster Corps,
with an eagle with spread wings, on each side of the ring, holding the crest in place.
This is not a service issue ring, and will have been bought privately by the person to
whom it belonged.

Trial Trench Evaluation
Introduction
The site was accessed along the farm track that ran up the side of the field, allowing the
prompt excavation of the three evaluation trenches that were excavated during a dry
spell, to either the top of the archaeological horizon or the orange chalky till natural
geology. The results have identified a large rubbish pit and a field boundary ditch
containing WW2 dating evidence (Fig. 10).

Trench results
Trench 1 (Plates 1 & 2)
Trench 1 was the western most of the three, and was orientated northwest to southeast.
It was targeted over the large linear area of magnetic disturbance prospected during the
magnetometer survey.

At the top of the stratigraphic sequence was agricultural

ploughsoil layer 1000; a compact mid-grey brown silty clay with occasional rounded and
angular flint stones, present to a thickness of 0.27m. This overlay the natural bedrock
1001, a compact mid-orange grey clay with chalk and flint nodules. It contained a large
pit (1002) that was also present in Trench 3 (1005).
12

Pit 1002
Pit 1002 was linear in plan, with moderately steep sides and a flat base, it was 1.80m+
long by 6.52m wide, and 1.08m+ deep, the base was not reached due to its depth
below the ground of more than 1.20m. It contained single fill 1003, a loose mixed dark
grey brown silty clay with occasional flint stone inclusions. A piece of plane aluminium,
ferrous materials, broken mangle parts, 2 broken shovel heads, metal framework and
the sign of a WW2 era concrete mixer were present within the fill.

Plate 1. Trench 1, looking southeast; Pit 1002 pictured beyond the 2 x 1m scales.
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Plate 2. Trench 1; Pit 1002, looking northeast (2 x 1m scales).

Trench 2 (Plates 3 & 4)
Trench 2, was positioned to target a positive linear anomaly recorded where a former
field boundary is depicted on OS maps up until 1957; it is no longer recorded on the
1979 map, so is likely to have been backfilled sometime in between the two
publications. This anomaly was not as strong as that targeted by Trenches 1 and 3,
however, there was a strong reading prospected here. At the top of the stratigraphic
sequence was agricultural ploughsoil layer 1000; a compact mid-grey brown silty clay
with occasional rounded and angular flint stones, present to a maximum thickness of
0.31m. This overlay the natural bedrock 1001, a compact mid-orange grey clay with
chalk and flint nodules. It contained a single ditch (1007).

Ditch 1007
Ditch 1007 was linear in plan, orientated northwest to southeast with steep sides and a
flat base, it was 2.98m wide and 0.87m deep. It contained a single fill, 1008, a compact
mid yellow brown sterile silty clay, with occasional large flint stone inclusions. One 1m
length of modern ferrous strap was located within the backfill, which is likely to be the

14

anomaly located in the magnetometer data at this location. No other finds or features
were present.

Plate 3. Trench 2, looking northeast; Ditch 1007 is present in the end of the trench (2 x 1m
scales).
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Plate 4. Trench 2; Ditch 1007, looking southeast, (2 x 1m scales).

Trench 3 (Plates 5 & 6)
Trench 3 was located to the northeast of and running parallel with Trench 1, positioned
once again over the large linear area of magnetic disturbance prospected during the
magnetometer survey. Ploughsoil layer 1000 was located at the top of the stratigraphic
sequence; a compact mid-grey brown silty clay with occasional rounded and angular
flint stones, present to a thickness of 0.28m. It over lay the natural bedrock 1001, a
compact mid-orange grey clay with chalk and flint nodules. A large pit (1005), also
present in Trench 1 (1002) was present.

Pit 1005
Pit 1005 was linear in plan, with moderately steep sides and a flat base, it was 1.80m+
long by 6.74m wide, and 1.04m+ deep, the base could not be reached due to its depth
below the ground of 1.20m+. It contained single fill 1006, a loose mixed dark grey
brown silty clay with occasional flint stone inclusions. The fill was noticeably less finds
rich, with smaller sherds of modern brick rubble and mortar present, there were also
fewer pieces of ferrous material. Broken pieces of WW2 era push bike were present.
16

Plate 5. Trench 3, looking southeast; Pit 1005 in centre of trench (2 x 1m scales).
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Plate 6. Trench 3, Pit 1005; looking northeast (2 x 1m scales).

6.

Conclusion

The archaeological investigations undertaken at three sites around Horham Airfield
were successful in answering the research questions raised at the start of the project.
Detailed geophysical survey followed by targeted trial trenching and metal detector
survey has revealed that the feature recorded on the 1945 air photograph is likely to be
a rubbish pit, containing material associated with the 95th Bomb Group. In addition
pieces of broken aircraft, push bikes, bricks and mortar recovered from two trenches
targeting the area of magnetic disturbance that proved to be a WW2 era rubbish pit. A
cement mixer that may have been used in the construction and maintenance of the
WW2 airfield was further recovered in Trench 1.

Artefacts prospected during the metal detector surveys have revealed finds relating to
the health and well-being of the base personnel, along with a large amount of military
ordnance and service issued kit.

The spatial distribution of the military ordnance,

especially the 50 cal. cartridges, reveals there was very little management practiced in
18

the handling and control of explosive ordnance. Today, strict controls are placed on the
tracking and movement of every single cartridge case distributed, the results of the
metal detector survey have shown that this was not the case during WW2. The survey
further reveals that the airbase personnel were utilising everyday objects to make
articles of jewellery (specifically the coins mentioned above), also private purchases of
items showing their allegiance to one specific arm of the services (e.g. the
Quartermaster Corps ring).

7.

Archive deposition

The paper and digital archive will be deposited in the Suffolk HER.
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Figure 2. Survey grid and georeferencing information
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Figure 3. Raw magnetometer greyscale plot
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Figure 4. Processed magnetometer greyscale plot 23
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Figure 5. Processed magnetometer xy trace plot
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Figure 6. Interpretation plot of magnetometer anomalies 25
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Figure 8. Horham Woodland - Metal detector findspots
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Figure 9. Horham Bomb Store Area - Metal detector findspots
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Appendix 1.

Horham Airfield Metadata sheets

Survey Grids
Source Grids: 24
1 Col:0 Row:0 grids\22.xgd
2 Col:0 Row:1 grids\01.xgd
3 Col:0 Row:2 grids\02.xgd
4 Col:0 Row:3 grids\03.xgd
5 Col:0 Row:4 grids\04.xgd
6 Col:0 Row:5 grids\05.xgd
7 Col:0 Row:6 grids\16.xgd
8 Col:0 Row:7 grids\17.xgd
9 Col:1 Row:0 grids\23.xgd
10 Col:1 Row:1 grids\06.xgd
11 Col:1 Row:2 grids\07.xgd
12 Col:1 Row:3 grids\08.xgd
13 Col:1 Row:4 grids\09.xgd
14 Col:1 Row:5 grids\10.xgd
15 Col:1 Row:6 grids\18.xgd
16 Col:1 Row:7 grids\19.xgd
17 Col:2 Row:0 grids\24.xgd
18 Col:2 Row:1 grids\11.xgd
19 Col:2 Row:2 grids\12.xgd
20 Col:2 Row:3 grids\13.xgd
21 Col:2 Row:4 grids\14.xgd
22 Col:2 Row:5 grids\15.xgd
23 Col:2 Row:6 grids\20.xgd
24 Col:2 Row:7 grids\21.xgd

Raw Data
Filename

Horham 1 Raw.xcp

Description
Instrument Type

Grad 601 (Magnetometer)

Units

nT

Direction of 1st Traverse

90 deg

Collection Method

ZigZag

Sensors

2 @ 1.00 m spacing.

Dummy Value

2047.5

Dimensions
Composite Size (readings)

480 x 160

Survey Size (meters)

60 m x 160 m

Grid Size

20 m x 20 m

X Interval

0.125 m

Y Interval

1m

Stats
Max

100.00

Min

-100.00

Std Dev

12.86

Mean

-0.37

Median

0.44

Composite Area

0.96 ha

Surveyed Area

0.92398 ha

Program
Name

TerraSurveyor

Version

3.0.32.4

Raw Data Schedule
Processes
1 Display Clip +3 -3nT
2 Graduated Shade

Processed Data
Filename

Horham 1Pro.xcp

Description
Instrument Type

Grad 601 (Magnetometer)

Units

nT

Direction of 1st Traverse

90 deg

Collection Method

ZigZag

Sensors

2 @ 1.00 m spacing.

Dummy Value

2047.5

Dimensions
Composite Size (readings)

480 x 160

Survey Size (meters)

60 m x 160 m

Grid Size

20 m x 20 m

X Interval

0.125 m

Y Interval

1m

Stats
Max

100.00

Min

-100.99

Std Dev

12.83

Mean

-0.80

Median

-0.04

Composite Area

0.96 ha

Surveyed Area

0.92398 ha

Program
Name

TerraSurveyor

Version

3.0.32.4

Processed Data Schedule
Processes 3
1 DeStripe Median Sensors: All
2 Display Clip +2 -2nT
3 Graduated Shade

Appendix 2.

Technical data

Detailed magnetometer survey
Detailed magnetometer survey is the most commonly employed archaeological
geophysical prospection method in Britain; sensitive sensors can cost-effectively cover
large areas of ground, rapidly recording anomalies that are indicative of cultural
settlement activity. These anomalies can then be further investigated by field
archaeologists to quantify a form and function. The magnetometer is a passive
instrument that detects both permanent thermoremanent and temporary magnetic
responses.

Thermoremanent Magnetism
When a material containing iron oxides, for example clay, is heated above the Curie
point, weakly magnetic compounds transform in to highly magnetic oxides that can be
detected by the sensors of a magnetometer (Clark, 1996). For instance, the iron oxide
haematite has a Curie temperature of 675 Celsius and magnetite 565 Celsius. Once
these temperatures are reached, the oxides become demagnetised, on cooling their
magnetic properties become permanently re-magnetised and align in the direction of the
Earth’s magnetic field (Gaffney and Gater, 2003). Over time the direction of the Earth’s
magnetic field changes allowing these directional differences to be detected by the
magnetometer.

Strongly heated features such as hearths, kilns or furnaces frequently reach the Curie
temperature and become permanently magnetised. These permanent magnetic
responses are some of the strongest cultural features that can be recorded.

Temporary Magnetism
Magnetic susceptibility is the ease with which a magnetic field can pass through a
material, therefore the higher the material’s magnetic susceptibility, the stronger the
induced magnetic field will be. Temporary magnetisation occurs within material that is
magnetically susceptible, this material acquires its own local magnetic field that
combines with the Earth’s magnetic field causing an anomaly to stand out from the
background noise (Clark, 1996). These anomalies are subtler in nature, being derived
from material that has been magnetically enhanced by cultural activity which has
become concentrated into features over time. Anomalies that have temporary

magnetisation include backfilled pits, ditches, field systems, occupation areas, land
drains, remnant and existing field boundaries (David et al, 2014).
The key to a successful survey is having good contrast between the magnetic
susceptibility of an archaeological feature with the surrounding superficial deposits. If
there is no discernible difference between the two mediums it may be unlikely that the
magnetometer will successfully prospect the feature. Archaeological features can also
be masked by high magnetically susceptible topsoil, or deep overlying subsoil and
colluvial deposits.
Ferrous anomalies
Ferrous objects are a common source of permanent magnetism, usually isolated with a
strong dipolar signature. Some of these responses may have an archaeological
derivation, however they are probably more indicative of modern iron objects introduced
through manuring or lost within the topsoil.

Bartington DualGRAD 601-2 Fluxgate Gradiometers
Fluxgate gradiometers are the most commonly employed class of instrument in the UK.
Two 1m sensitive sensors are affixed to a frame mounted 1m apart in a vertical plane
and harnessed to the trunk of a geophysical surveyor or attached to a cart. Each
sensor contains two fluxgate magnetometers with a 1m vertical separation. The sensor
above records the Earth’s magnetic field (magnetic background) while the sensor below
records the local magnetic field. The two sensors need aligning before recording can
begin and a zero station is located in an area with low magnetic variation for this
purpose. After the sensors have been aligned, the survey can begin. When differences
in the magnetic field strength occur between the two vertical magnetometers within
each sensor, a positive or negative reading is recorded that is relative to the magnetic
background of the zero station. Positive anomalies include pits, ditches and agricultural
furrows. Negative anomalies commonly prospected include earthwork embankments,
land drains and geological features.

Sensors are normally mounted to a height of 0.30m above the surface, and can detect
to a depth of between one and two metres below the ground. The first survey traverse is
commonly undertaken in an east to west direction.

Magnetic Anomalies

Isolated dipolar responses
Isolated dipolar responses are commonly recorded throughout a dataset and are usually
indicative of modern ferrous material deposited within the topsoil horizon. In some
instances, the anomalies may be of an archaeological derivation. They are isolated,
strong and dipolar in character.

Areas of magnetic disturbance
These anomalies are usually caused by building demolition rubble, ferrous boundaries,
slag waste dumps, modern buried rubbish, pylons and services. Strong and dipolar in
character, they are commonly recorded over a wide area.

Linear trends
Linear trends can be either positive or negative magnetic responses depending on the
nature of the material present within the feature. If the anomaly is broad and weak, it is
more likely to be of geological origin. Stronger positive linear trends are more likely to
be of archaeological derivation, caused by settlement activity washing rich humic,
charcoal and fired deposits into a feature. Negative linear trends are more commonly
associated with bank deposits or land drains, with the less magnetically susceptible
superficial deposits deposited at the top of the feature. Curvilinear trends are usually of
archaeological origin, commonly interpreted as ring ditches or drip-gullies.

Discrete anomalies
Discrete anomalies can either be positive or negative in nature recorded within a
localised area. Those that are positive are more likely to be of an archaeological origin,
with negative discrete anomalies more commonly interpreted as natural geological
variations.

Thermoremanent responses
These responses are caused by the heating of material containing iron to above the
Curie temperature, they are strong and discrete in nature.

In Britain high positive

readings are recorded to the south of the anomaly with high negative readings recorded
to the north.

Appendix 3.

Metal detecting finds from Horham Airfield

Site Name: RAF HORHAM
Small finds
No.

Material

Find Spot

Find Spot Description

NGR

Comments

618987, 272980

Transferred to ST for further

No.

Woodland Behind the Red Feather Club (Fig. 8)
HOR001

.50 Cal incendiary bullet, broken off from cartridge (section still
attached)

1

analysis

HOR002

Rectangular ‘brass’ plate. ?An unused blank

618977, 272988

HOR003

Circular ‘tag’ with single hole close to edge, marked (?) 135.

618988, 272967

Possibly an ID tag for a key ring
HOR004

.50 Cal cartridge (no bullet)

618987, 272982

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

2

HOR005

Large circular disc with large central hole (similar to a washer

618989, 272972

but very large)
3

HOR006

Screw on cap

618991, 272965

Identified by J. Mutton as
having come from a 45 gallon
drum and of WW2 date

4

HOR007

One Penny 1903 (Edward VII 1901-1910)

618992, 272972

5

HOR008

One Penny 1930 (George V 1910-1936)

618992, 272968

HOR009

Modern pipe bung (DISCARDED)

HOR010

Stainless steel ?sockets/tools (look a bit like radiator pipe

6

619008, 272931

connectors)
7

HOR011

Cast iron inspection cover/stop cock access

619010, 272925

Identified by J. Mutton as
being of a WW2 date

HOR012

.50 Cal incendiary cartridge and bullet

619011, 272921

Transferred to ST for further

Site Name: RAF HORHAM
Small finds
No.

Material

Find Spot

Find Spot Description

NGR

Comments

No.
analysis
HOR013

.50 Cal incendiary cartridge and bullet (marked 1943 TW)

619017, 272909

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

8

HOR014

Aluminium lid fragment

619002, 272936

9

HOR015

Machine part

619001, 272935

10

HOR016

Enamel mug

619001, 272944

HOR017

Tube (magic balloon - DISCARDED)

11

HOR018

Penny 1918 One Penny George V (1910-1936)

619019, 272912

12

HOR019

Glass bottle (marked PRESTA), .50 Cal incendiary cartridge

619019, 272903

and bullet
13

HOR020

?rod, grooved (possible screwdriver handle) and .50 Cal

Cartridge to ST for further
analysis

619026, 272877

incendiary cartridge and bullet (marked 1942 TW (Twin Cities

Cartridge to ST for further
analysis

Ordnance Plant, USA. Manufactured 1942)
14

HOR021

Screw on cap/lid, with green paint

619002, 272936

15

HOR022

Metal fitting

619005, 272930

16

HOR023

Collection of six coins of various origin all found within 1-2m of

619014, 272876

each other, all with single drilled hole close to edge (part of a

For a further similar coin see
HOR035

?bracelet/necklace)
17

HOR024

Multiple tubes of ‘prophylactic ointment’

619020, 272872

18

HOR025

Threaded fitting

618978, 272986

19

HOR026

One Penny 1913 George V (1910-1936)

618976, 272976

HOR027

.50 Cal cartridge and bullet

618988, 272983

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

Site Name: RAF HORHAM
Small finds

Material

Find Spot

Find Spot Description

NGR

No.

No.

20

HOR028

Coin Half Penny 1920 George V (1910-1936)

618987, 272981

HOR029

.50 Cal cartridge and bullet

618987, 272974

Comments

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

21

HOR030

Buckle

618988, 272974

22

HOR031

Key and ?washer

618990, 272968

23

HOR032

Pole base (similar to those seen in ablutions block - see plate

619007, 272931

25 in SCCAS Report No. 2013/101)
24

HOR033

Uniform badge, marked U.S.

619023, 272866

Similar to one on display in
RFC museum

HOR034

.50 Cal cartridge and bullet

619015, 272869

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

25

HOR035

Coin (1 Franc), with small hole drilled close to edge

619014, 272867

?part of HOR023 found c.4m
away

HOR036

.45 Cal cartridge and bullet

619029, 272854

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

26

HOR037

Metal plate/fragment (?aluminium)

618943, 272924

27

HOR038

Buckle (?belt)

618942, 272930

HOR039

.50 Cal cartridge and bullet

618879, 272878

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

28

HOR040

Shaped disc, possibly from the face of a small meter

619029, 272863

29

HOR041

Lead seals from wooden crates of 50 Cal cartridges

619017, 272865

30

HOR042

Coin (Farthing) 1944 George VI (1936-1952)

619011, 272879

31

HOR043

Shot Gun Cartridge Probably Modern

619017, 272882

Site Name: RAF HORHAM
Small finds

Material

Find Spot

No.

No.

32

HOR044

Find Spot Description

NGR

Comments

Multiple tubes of ‘prophylactic ointment’ (from same area as

619021, 272872

Also remains of a ?vehicle

HOR024)

tailgate of possible WW2 date
- left in-situ, photo only

34

HOR044

Aluminium cup fragment

619021, 272872

Also remains of a ?vehicle
tailgate of possible WW2 date
- left in-situ, photo only

33

HOR045

Fork/shovel handle fragment

35

HOR046

Piece of thick aluminium sheet, shaped

619022, 272871
Identified by J. Mutton as a
probable aircraft fragment of
a WW2 date

36

HOR047

Coin

619026, 272882

37

HOR048

Finger ring (Note: crest became detached and has been

619001, 272919

reaffixed with blue-tack for filming purposes) Crest of

Army Quartermaster Corps

Quartermaster Corps. Probably private purchase ring.
38

HOR049

Brooch (found close to HOR048)

618995, 272914

HOR050

?Latch/hinge (confirmed to be a modern chainsaw sharpener -

618987, 272915

DISCARDED)
39

The crest is that of the US

HOR051

Coins (2) possibly US

619002, 272918

40

HOR052

?B17 part (from possible dump site)

620534, 272826

41

HOR053

?B17 part (from possible dump site)

620548, 272836

42

HOR054

?B17 part (from possible dump site)

620555, 272835

43

HOR055

?fitting (from possible dump site)

620555, 272830

Dump Site Area (Fig. 7)

Site Name: RAF HORHAM
Small finds

Material

Find Spot

Find Spot Description

NGR

Comments

No.

No.

44

HOR056

?B17 part (from possible dump site)

620603, 272723

45

HOR056

?cartridge (from possible dump site)

620603, 272723

HOR057

Collection of finds from Bomb Store, contains a large amount

621600, 273098

Bag labelled Bomb A

Bomb Store Area (Fig. 9)

of ‘bomb nuts’
46

Iron

HOR058

Iron object from adjacent entrance to Bomb Store

621459, 273115

Bag labelled Bomb B

47

Alloy

HOR058

Collection of finds from adjacent entrance to Bomb Store,

621459, 273115

Bag labelled Bomb B

contains some ‘bomb nuts’
Woodland Behind the Red Feather Club (Fig. 8)
48

HOR059

Bike chainwheel and crank (broken but probably from a Phillips

619014, 272922

bicycle)
HOR060

.50 Cal cartridge and bullet

618994, 272932

Transferred to ST for further
analysis

HOR061

Collection of Carlisle Model First Aid Packets (issued during

619012, 272797

WW2) along with anti-bacterial tablets (UPJOHN) and loose
bandages (probably from corroded tins) One container is of
plastic construction and is marked ‘Acme Cotton Products’, at
least one of the others is by ‘Bauer and Black’. All were
recovered from one location, probably a small pit, although its
actual cut was not clearly seen due to its location immediately
adjacent a mature tree and its many large roots
49

HOR062

Fork and Spoon (US issue)

619012, 272819

50

HOR063

Large nut (possibly modern)

619041, 272803

Site Name: RAF HORHAM
Small finds

Material

Find Spot

Find Spot Description

NGR

No.

No.

51

HOR064

Large Bolt (possibly modern, not associated with HOR063)

619000, 272890

52

HOR065

Small glass bottle (believed to be of a 1940s date)

619066, 272848

HOR066

Half-penny

619059, 272847

53

HOR067

Flare top, button and cast fragment (from possible dump site)

620544, 272817

54

HOR068

Misc., possible aircraft parts (from possible dump site)

620551, 272816

55

HOR069

Misc. aluminium aircraft parts (from possible dump site)

620545, 272806

56

HOR070

Cartridge fragment (from possible dump site)

620591, 272750

57

HOR070

Bullet

620591, 272750

58

HOR070

Misc. pieces/frags (from possible dump site)

620591, 272750

59

HOR071

‘Bomb nut’ (from possible dump site)

620595, 272758

60

HOR072

Misc. aluminium parts (from possible dump site)

620626, 272718

61

HOR073

Aluminium strip (?aircraft part, from possible dump site)

620555, 272853

62

HOR074

Penny (from possible dump site)

620535, 272878

63

HOR075

Misc. frags and aluminium parts

620509, 272862

Dump Site Area (Fig. 7)

Comments
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